The Impact of Stratospheric Ozone Recovery on Tropopause Height Trends
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ABSTRACT

The evolution of the tropopause in the past, present, and future climate is examined by analyzing a set of long-term integrations with stratosphere-resolving chemistry climate models (CCMs). These CCMs have high vertical resolution near the tropopause, a model top located in the mesosphere or above, and, most important, fully interactive stratospheric chemistry. Using such CCM integrations, it is found that the tropopause pressure (height) will continue to decrease (increase) in the future, but with a trend weaker than that in the recent past. The reduction in the future tropopause trend is shown to be directly associated with stratospheric ozone recovery. A significant ozone recovery occurs in the Southern Hemisphere lower stratosphere of the CCMs, and this leads to a relative warming there that reduces the tropopause trend in the twenty-first century.

The future tropopause trends predicted by the CCMs are considerably smaller than those predicted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) models, especially in the southern high latitudes. This difference persists even when the CCMs are compared with the subset of the AR4 model integrations for which stratospheric ozone recovery was prescribed. These results suggest that a realistic representation of the stratospheric processes might be important for a reliable estimate of tropopause trends. The implications of these finding for the Southern Hemisphere climate change are also discussed.

1. Introduction

The tropopause is the boundary between the turbulently mixed troposphere and the stably stratified stratosphere. Its formation and maintenance is primarily attributed to radiative-convective processes (Manabe and Strickler 1964; Held 1982; Thuburn and Craig 2000), but in the extratropics, synoptic-scale eddies are also known to play an important role (Held 1982; Haynes et al. 2001; Schneider 2004). Beyond theoretical interests, the tropopause has been much studied as an exchange region for mass, moisture, and chemical constituents between the troposphere and the stratosphere. Because slight changes in the moisture and chemical constituent fluxes across the tropopause may lead to significant changes in the global climate, a precise knowledge of the spatial and temporal structure of the tropopause is of much interest (Holton et al. 1995; Hoinka 1998).

Recent studies by Sausen and Santer (2003) and Santer et al. (2003a) suggest that the tropopause might also be used as an indicator of global climate change. A
number of studies using radiosonde, satellite, reanalysis, and coupled atmosphere–ocean general circulation model (GCM) data show a statistically significant decrease (increase) in the global tropopause pressure (height) over last three decades (Steinbrecht et al. 1998; Randel et al. 2000; Seidel et al. 2001; Santer et al. 2003a,b, 2004; Seidel and Randel 2006). Santer et al. (2003a,b) attributed this trend to human-induced changes in greenhouse gases and stratospheric ozone: the upper-tropospheric (UT) warming associated with increased greenhouse gases and the lower-stratospheric (LS) cooling associated with ozone depletion led to a decrease in tropopause pressure. Extending these results, Sausen and Santer (2003) and Santer et al. (2003b) showed that global tropopause pressure ($P_{TP}$) may continue to decrease in the future at a rate comparable to the recent trend.

A significant ($P_{TP}$) trend, similar to the one in the reanalyses and the GCM integrations, has been found in radiosonde observations (Seidel et al. 2001; Seidel and Randel 2006). The trend in tropical $P_{TP}$ is relatively weak but spatially homogeneous. In contrast, the trend in extratropical $P_{TP}$ is quite strong and localized. Moreover, Seidel and Randel (2006) indicated that this spatial pattern is mostly correlated with LS temperature. The contribution by UT temperature was found to be much weaker than that expected from the GCM integrations, suggesting that the tropopause pressure (or height) may only carry limited information about global warming in the troposphere.

The discrepancy between GCM integrations and radiosonde observations may arise from the UT/LS processes that are insufficiently resolved in the GCMs. Conventional GCMs generally have coarse vertical resolution in the UT/LS region and above, and stratospheric processes are mostly ignored. Because the low-frequency variability of the tropopause is affected by the stratospheric circulation (Yulaeva et al. 1994; Randel et al. 2000; Wong and Wang 2003) and ozone chemistry (Steinbrecht et al. 1998; Wong and Wang 2003), a poor representation of the stratosphere could significantly affect the spatial and temporal structure of the modeled tropopause. It also makes the future trend of $P_{TP}$, estimated from previous studies, questionable. Because conventional GCMs resolve stratospheric circulations poorly and ignore ozone chemistry, $P_{TP}$ trends simulated by scenario integrations may be unrealistically dominated by tropospheric warming.

In view of these issues and the importance of the $P_{TP}$ trend for tropospheric circulation changes, the primary goal of this study is to examine the tropopause trends in the past, present, and future using stratosphere-resolving chemistry climate models (CCMs). Such models have good vertical resolution in the stratosphere and employ fully interactive chemistry (Eyring et al. 2006, 2007). One might therefore hope that they would yield better estimates of stratospheric temperature and tropopause trends. As we will show below, the tropopause pressure (height) is found to decrease (increase) continuously from the twentieth to the twenty-first century. Its trend in the future, however, will be significantly weaker than that in the recent past, because of the expected stratospheric ozone recovery associated with the Montreal Protocol. The effect of stratospheric processes on tropopause trends is explicitly demonstrated by comparing the results of the CCMs with those of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) models, in which the stratosphere is poorly resolved and the ozone is prescribed (Randall et al. 2007; Meehl et al. 2007).

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the data we have analyzed and the methodology used. In section 3, we examine the tropopause pressure over the globe, tropics, and extratropics separately for the CCM integrations. While the main focus is placed on the twenty-first century, the tropopause in the recent past is also examined and compared with radiosonde observations and reanalysis data. It is found that the CCMs successfully reproduce the recent trends in tropopause pressure, providing credence to the CCMs for estimating the tropopause trend in the future. In section 4, the CCM results are compared with those of the IPCC AR4 model integrations. This comparison reveals the importance of resolving stratospheric processes for studying tropopause and LS temperature trends. Last, implications of our findings to the tropospheric circulation change in the Southern Hemisphere are presented in section 5.

2. Data and methodology

Following previous studies (e.g., Santer et al. 2003a; Seidel and Randel 2006), the tropopause pressure $P_{TP}$ is defined as the lowest level where the temperature lapse rate is less than 2 K km$^{-1}$ for a depth of more than 2 km. This is the standard definition from the World Meteorological Organization (WMO 1957). Relative to other tropopause definitions, such as the cold-point tropopause in the tropics (Holton et al. 1995; Highwood and Hoskins 1998) or a potential vorticity isosurface in the extratropics (WMO 1986; Hoerling et al. 1991; Hoinka 1998), this so-called lapse-rate tropopause is easily computed and well defined in all latitudes from the equator to the poles.
We compute the values of $P_{TP}$ using the algorithm proposed by Reichler et al. (2003). The temperature lapse rate is first calculated in $p^{RNC}$ coordinates, where $R$ and $c_p$ are the gas constant for dry air and the specific heat capacity of dry air at a constant pressure, respectively. Using linear interpolation, one next finds the lowest level at which the lapse rate falls below 2 K km$^{-1}$, and then verifies that the average of the lapse rate between that level and all higher levels within 2 km remains below 2 K km$^{-1}$. If the latter does not hold, one proceeds to the next higher level until the second criterion is satisfied. Although this algorithm may fail to detect $P_{TP}$ for an isothermal or multistable atmosphere (see Reichler et al. 2003), it identifies $P_{TP}$ quite well under most conditions. This is particularly true when the algorithm is applied to monthly mean temperature fields, as we do in this study.

The $P_{TP}$ is derived from the monthly mean zonal-mean temperature fields on standardized pressure levels. Although the detailed structure of $P_{TP}$, for example, snapshots in the longitude and latitude domain, may be sensitive to model resolution and calculation procedure, the long-term trend of zonally, latitudinally, and annually averaged $P_{TP}$, $\langle P_{TP}\rangle$, is known to be quite insensitive to them. Using reanalysis data, Santer et al. (2003b) showed that $\langle P_{TP}\rangle$ trends derived from monthly mean temperature fields are almost identical to those from 6-h interval temperature fields. Consistent with those results, the $\langle P_{TP}\rangle$ trends presented in this study are almost indistinguishable from those directly calculated from daily three-dimensional temperature fields on the model sigma levels (not shown). The differences are much smaller than the intermodel differences.

The latitudinal integration of $P_{TP}$ is carried out with an area weight for the whole globe: for the tropics, from 90°S to 45°S, and the Northern Hemisphere (NH) extratropics, from 45°N to 90°N. Here, $P_{TP}$ in the SH is integrated from the South Pole, although $P_{TP}$ is often ill-defined inside the SH polar vortex (Highwood et al. 2000; Reichler et al. 2003; Santer et al. 2004). The noisy fluctuation of $\langle P_{TP}\rangle$ at SH high latitudes is effectively reduced by the area weight, and the resulting time series are qualitatively similar to those integrated northward from 75°S.

In all cases presented in this study, the linear trend of $\langle P_{TP}\rangle$ is calculated by a least squares fit to the annual-mean $\langle P_{TP}\rangle$ time series. The statistical significance of the trend being nonzero is then evaluated with a one-tailed $t$ test. The number of degrees of freedom is estimated from a lag-1 autocorrelation of regression residuals as in Santer et al. [2000, see their Eq. (6)].

Three different datasets are employed in this study: reanalysis data, data from the stratosphere-resolving CCM integrations, and data from the IPCC AR4 model integrations. We describe each one briefly, prior to presenting our results regarding the tropopause.

a. Reanalysis data

The monthly mean reanalysis data are used to determine how well the CCM integrations are able to capture the trends in $\langle P_{TP}\rangle$ over the past two decades. Both the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis and the 40-yr European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40) data are used. They span the time period from January 1960 to December 2005 and from January 1960 to December 2001, respectively.

It should be noted that inhomogeneities are present in time series of reanalysis fields because of the changes in data assimilation. In the southern high latitudes, for instance, agreement between reanalysis fields and observations has been found to be poor prior to the satellite era, particularly in ERA-40 data (Bromwich and Fogt 2004). As such, only data starting after 1979 are considered for the trend and correlation analyses (see also Randel et al. 2000).

b. CCM data

The CCM integrations analyzed in this study are part of the CCM validation activity (CCMVal) for Stratospheric Processes and Their Role in Climate (SPARC). Details of this project and of the participating models can be found in Eyring et al. (2006, 2007). A total of 13 state-of-the-art CCMs from different modeling groups were involved in this project. Among them, 6 CCMs
Table 1. The CCMs used in this study. In the second column, model resolution is indicated in degrees of longitude and latitude, the number of vertical levels, and the model top. The parenthesized number in the third column denotes the number of realizations used in this study. See Eyring et al. (2006, 2007) for further details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Integration length</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmospheric Model with Transport and Chemistry (AMTRAC)</td>
<td>2.00° × 2.50° × 45</td>
<td>1960–2004 (1)</td>
<td>Austin et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Climate System Research (CCSR)/National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES)</td>
<td>2.80° × 2.80° × 34</td>
<td>1980–2004 (1)</td>
<td>Akiyoshi et al. (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAM</td>
<td>3.75° × 3.75° × 71</td>
<td>1960–2004 (1)</td>
<td>Beagley et al. (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOSCCM</td>
<td>2.00° × 2.50° × 55</td>
<td>1960–2003 (1)</td>
<td>Stolarski et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Climate Ozone Links (SOCOL)</td>
<td>3.75° × 3.75° × 39</td>
<td>1980–2004 (1)</td>
<td>Egorova et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACCM</td>
<td>4.00° × 5.00° × 66</td>
<td>1950–2003 (3)</td>
<td>Garcia et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>83</strong></td>
<td><strong>83</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The two integrations differ in the specified SST: one uses SST from the Hadley Centre model, the other uses SST from the NCAR CCSM. 

which performed long integrations (50 yr and more) \(^2\) are used in this study (Table 1).

Although each CCM is based on a different atmospheric GCM and uses a different chemistry scheme (see the references cited in Table 1), all CCMs are forced in a similar way. For the past integrations, all CCMs use the observed sea surface temperature (SST) and volcanic aerosols [except for Goddard Earth Observing System CCM (GEOSCCM) and Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM)]. The surface concentration of greenhouse gases and halogens are based on the Houghton et al. (2001) and WMO/UNEP (2003) reports, respectively.

For the future integrations, the CCMs are essentially identical as for the past integrations, except for the external forcings (Eyring et al. 2007). The forcings are taken from the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES) greenhouse gases scenario A1B (Nakicenovic and Swart 2000) and the Ab scenario of halogen concentration (WMO/UNEP 2003). The SST is obtained from either IPCC AR4 integrations of the coupled ocean–atmosphere model on which a given CCM is based, or that from the Met Office’s Hadley Centre (Johns et al. 2006). Although the difference in SST may lead to a different climate response, the resulting tropopause trend is only weakly sensitive to the choice of SST, presumably because the long-term trend of SST prescribed in the CCMs is comparable in each integration. For example, two GEOSCCM integrations differing only in the source of SST (integrations from 1979 to 2049 in Table 1) show similar \(\langle P_{TP}\rangle\) trends.\(^3\)

c. IPCC AR4 data

To evaluate the effect on the tropopause of stratospheric dynamics and chemistry, the results obtained from the CCM integrations are compared with those from the IPCC AR4 past climate (20C3M) and future SRES A1B scenario integrations (hereafter AR4), available at the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI) archive. Details of the participating models can be found in Randall et al. (2007, see their Table 8.1) and Meehl et al. (2007, see their Table 10.1). A total of 18 such model integrations, which have temperature data at least up to 70 hPa, are used in this study: Bjerknes Centre for Climate Research (BCCR) Climate Model, version 2.0 (BCM2.0),

\(^2\) There are two more CCMs that have long-term integrations, the Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) and University of L’Aquila (ULAQ) CCMs. They are not used in this study because of the following reasons. The archived temperature fields of MRI CCM were interpolated twice, from the model levels to reference pressure levels, and then to CCMVal standard levels. This double interpolation introduces artifacts to \(\langle P_{TP}\rangle\) trends. ULAQ CCM was discarded in this study because it is based on the quasigeostrophic equations, which may not be valid in the tropics and high latitudes.

\(^3\) The global \(\langle P_{TP}\rangle\) in the integration with the Hadley Centre SST is on average approximately 2 hPa higher than that in the integration with the NCAR CCSM SST. This results from the fact that the Hadley Centre SST is systematically colder than the CCSM SST. In terms of the radiative-convective equilibrium processes, the colder surface temperature leads to the lower tropopause height or higher tropopause pressure (e.g., Thuburn and Craig 2000). Nonetheless, the two integrations show similar trends in \(\langle P_{TP}\rangle\), possibly because of qualitatively similar trends in the two SSTs. For instance, the global \(\langle P_{TP}\rangle\) trend between 2000 and 2049 in the integration with the Hadley Centre SST is \(-0.49\) hPa decade\(^{-1}\) whereas that in the integration with the CCSM SST is \(-0.72\) hPa decade\(^{-1}\). The difference between the two is much smaller than the difference among CCMs.
Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3), Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCcma) Coupled General Circulation Model, version 3.1 (CGCM3.1), Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques Coupled Global Climate Model, version 3 (CNRM-CM3), Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation Mark version 3.0 (CSIRO Mk3.0), ECHAM/Max Planck Institute Ocean Model (MPI-OM), Flexible Global Ocean–Atmosphere–Land System Model gridpoint version 1.0 (FGOALS-g1.0), Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Climate Model version 2.0 (CM2.0), GFDL Climate Model version 2.1 (CM2.1), Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) Atmosphere–Ocean Model (AOM), GISS Model E-H (EH), GISS Model E-R (ER), Institute of Numerical Mathematics Coupled Model, version 3.0 (INM-CM3.0), L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace Coupled Model, version 4 (IPSL-CM4.0), Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate 3.2, medium-resolution version [MIROC3.2(med)], Meteorological Research Institute Coupled General Circulation Model, version 2.3.2a (MRI CGCM2.3.2a), Parallel Climate Model (PCM), and Met Office (UKMO) Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model version 1 (HadGEM1). Although multiple realizations are available for several models, only the first ensemble member is used for each model because the difference between ensemble members was found to be much smaller than the one between models (not shown). Note that, for CCMs, all available ensemble members are used to increase the sample size.

As stated above, the stratosphere is poorly resolved in the AR4 models. The vertical resolution in the LS is coarser than that in the CCMs (Cordero and Forster 2006; Eyring et al. 2006, 2007) and, more importantly, half of the AR4 models do not have time-varying stratospheric ozone for the scenario integrations: these are BCCR-BCM2.0, CGCM3.1, FGOALS-g1.0, GISS-AOM, GISS-EH, GISS-ER, INM-CM3.0, IPSL-CM4.0, and MRI-CGCM2.3.2 (see Table 3 of Miller et al. 2006; Table 10.1 of Meehl et al. 2007). For those models, stratospheric ozone is held fixed at present-day values. The other half of the AR4 models prescribes ozone to increase slowly toward the preindustrial value, according to the reduction in halogens. However, the detailed spatial and temporal structure of prescribed ozone in the IPCC AR4 scenario integrations is not well documented, and the ozone fields have not been archived.

The AR4 models also differ from the CCMs in the atmosphere–ocean coupling. The ocean component is fully coupled with the atmosphere in all AR4 models. In contrast, none of the CCMs were integrated with a coupled ocean or sea ice model. However, the comparison between CCMs and AR4 models should still be meaningful, because all CCMs used in this study employed a SST that was derived from a companion coupled atmosphere–ocean model.

3. The tropopause in the CCM integrations

The time evolution of tropopause pressure \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) for the past and future from CCM integrations is presented in Fig. 1. To emphasize the trend, time series of \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) are smoothed with an 11-yr running mean average and then subtracted from the reference value at year 2000, which is the average from 1995 to 2005. Because of the relatively short time series, \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) in the ERA-40 data is set equal to that in the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data at 1996 instead of zero at 2000.

In Fig. 1, it is seen that global \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) decreases continuously from the twentieth to the twenty-first century. The details on this trend are first described for the past climate. Discussion of the future \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trend and its relationship with temperature and ozone follows.

a. Past (1960–99)

All CCMs successfully reproduce the recent trend in \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \). Consistent with both NCEP–NCAR and ERA-40 data, the global \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) decreases slowly in the 1960s and 1970s, and more rapidly thereafter (Fig. 1a). The evolution of \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) for each latitudinal band is also well captured (Figs. 1b–d). Note that the abrupt change in SH \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) in ERA-40 around 1970s (thick light blue line in Fig. 1c) is to a large degree an artifact of the reanalysis. Bromwich and Fogt (2004) have shown that, prior to the satellite era, the agreement between ERA-40 data and observations is very poor in the SH high latitudes.

The linear trends of \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) for the recent past over the period of 1979–99 are summarized in Table 2. It is found that the global \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) decreases at a rate of \(-1.53 \pm 0.42 \) hPa decade\(^{-1}\) in the CCM integrations. This value is comparable to that in the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis data \((-1.67 \) hPa decade\(^{-1}\)) and radiosonde observations \([-1.7 \pm 0.6 \) hPa decade\(^{-1}\) between 1980 and 2004 (Seidel and Randel 2006)], but is somewhat smaller than the one in the ERA-40 data \((-2.22 \) hPa decade\(^{-1}\)).

The \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trend in the AR4 past climate integrations (20C3M) is also presented in Table 2 (last row): the global \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) decreases at a rate of \(-1.03 \pm 0.50 \) hPa decade\(^{-1}\). This value is smaller than that found in radiosonde observations, reanalysis data, and CCM integrations. The underestimate is likely due to unrealistically weak LS cooling in those models (see Fig. 8 of
Cordero and Forster (2006). As discussed in Cordero and Forster (2006), several 20C3M integrations use no ozone depletion (BCCR-BCM2.0, CGCM3.1, GISS-AOM, FGOALS-g1.0, INM-CM3.0, IPSL-CM4.0, and MRI-CGCM2.3.2); these models also do not have ozone recovery in the future climate simulations. Furthermore, even models that do include ozone depletion show very weak cooling in the LS (CNRM-CM3, among the models used in this study). This suggests that AR4 past climate integrations should be used with caution when examining \( P_{TP} \) and LS temperature trends.


The global \( P_{TP} \) is predicted by the CCMs to decrease continuously in the future (Fig. 1a). However, its trend is substantially weaker than that in the recent past, particularly in the first half of the twenty-first century. If one defines the significance of the trend difference between any two time series as a nonoverlapping of two trends within one standard deviation, the global \( P_{TP} \) trend in the early twenty-first century, \(-0.76 \pm 0.25 \) hPa decade\(^{-1}\) (Table 3), is significantly different from that in the recent past, \(-1.53 \pm 0.42 \) hPa decade\(^{-1}\) (Table 2). This result is noticeably different from the one in previous studies (Sausen and Santer 2003; Santer et al. 2003b) and the AR4 model integrations, which have predicted essentially no change in \( P_{TP} \) trends from the twentieth to twenty-first centuries (cf. the bottom rows in Tables 2 and 3). The decreasing trend in \( P_{TP} \) becomes somewhat stronger in the last half of the century.
twenty-first century. As such, the global $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ trend for the entire twenty-first century is slightly stronger than that for the first half of the century (Table 4). However, it is still clear that $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ in the future climate decreases more slowly than in the past.

The slow down in the future $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ trend comes mostly from the extratropics. In all CCM integrations, the extratropical $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ in both the NH and SH decreases slowly in the future (cf. Tables 2 and 3). This is particularly true in the SH (see also Fig. 1c). Note that, although CMAM does not show a strong change in $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$, its trend is still weaker than that in the past. In the Atmospheric Model with Transport and Chemistry (AMTRAC) runs, the weakening of the global $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ trend is also affected by the tropics.

The simulated trend in $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ in Fig. 1 shows a significant difference among the CCMs. As an example, the $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ trend in AMTRAC is about half of that in CMAM (Fig. 1a). This large intermodel difference is examined in terms of the zonal-mean temperature trend. By definition, the decrease (increase) of the tropopause pressure (height) must be accompanied by UT warming and/or LS cooling across the reference tropopause. This pattern of warming and cooling increases the temperature lapse rate near the tropopause and therefore raises the location of the 2 K km$^{-1}$ lapse rate. The same argument but with an opposite sign is applicable for an increase (decrease) in the tropopause pressure (height). Figure 2 shows the temperature trends for the three CCM integrations that ran to 2100. It can be seen that global $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ decreases in the future owing to the combined effect of tropospheric warming and stratospheric cooling. However, there are substantial differences in LS temperature trend among models, suggesting that the intermodel difference in $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ trends seen in Fig. 1 is caused by different LS temperature trends in each model.

The dependence of $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$ trend on the UT/LS temperature trend is further illustrated in Figs. 3a–f, where the relationship between $\langle P_{\text{TP}} \rangle$, UT temperature, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiosonde observation</td>
<td>$-1.71 \pm 0.6^a$</td>
<td>$-0.5^b$</td>
<td>$-2.42^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.00^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCEP–NCAR</td>
<td>$-1.67^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.88$</td>
<td>$-2.43^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.93^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERA-40</td>
<td>$-2.2^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.04$</td>
<td>$-6.72^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.05^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMTRAC</td>
<td>$-2.41^{**}$</td>
<td>$-0.78^*$</td>
<td>$-3.14^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.42^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSR/NIES</td>
<td>$-1.53$</td>
<td>$-1.38^*$</td>
<td>$-1.49$</td>
<td>$-1.45^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAM</td>
<td>$-1.16^{**}$</td>
<td>$-0.68$</td>
<td>$-1.38^{**}$</td>
<td>$-1.40^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOSCCM</td>
<td>$-1.56^{***}$</td>
<td>$-1.12^{***}$</td>
<td>$-3.14^{***}$</td>
<td>$-2.42^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCOL</td>
<td>$-1.27^*$</td>
<td>$-0.40$</td>
<td>$-2.41^{***}$</td>
<td>$-1.23^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACCM</td>
<td>$-1.25^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.55^{**}$</td>
<td>$-3.58^{***}$</td>
<td>$-1.66^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM mean</td>
<td>$-1.53 \pm 0.42$</td>
<td>$-0.82 \pm 0.34$</td>
<td>$-3.12 \pm 1.80$</td>
<td>$-1.70 \pm 0.41$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR4 model mean</td>
<td>$-1.03 \pm 0.50$</td>
<td>$-0.67 \pm 0.40$</td>
<td>$-2.22 \pm 1.52$</td>
<td>$-1.15 \pm 0.98$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMTRAC</td>
<td>$-0.39^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.35^*$</td>
<td>$-0.30$</td>
<td>$-1.53^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSR/NIES</td>
<td>$-0.81^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.73^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.60^{**}$</td>
<td>$-1.64^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAM</td>
<td>$-1.19^{***}$</td>
<td>$-1.13^{***}$</td>
<td>$-1.19^{**}$</td>
<td>$-1.26^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOSCCM</td>
<td>$-0.59^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.82^{***}$</td>
<td>$0.49$</td>
<td>$-0.93^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCOL</td>
<td>$-0.60^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.52^{***}$</td>
<td>$-1.15^{***}$</td>
<td>$-1.12^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACCM</td>
<td>$-0.91^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.89^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.74^{**}$</td>
<td>$-1.12^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM mean</td>
<td>$-0.76 \pm 0.25$</td>
<td>$-0.74 \pm 0.25$</td>
<td>$-0.75 \pm 0.33$</td>
<td>$-1.27 \pm 0.25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR4 model mean</td>
<td>$-0.97 \pm 0.34$</td>
<td>$-0.82 \pm 0.29$</td>
<td>$-1.00 \pm 0.65$</td>
<td>$-1.37 \pm 0.41$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LS temperature trends are shown for all CCM integrations. In each model integration, UT and LS are defined by a constant log-pressure distance\(^4\) of \(\ln(100/75)\) below and above the tropopause. Although this distance is somewhat arbitrary, the results are qualitatively insensitive to the choice of distance. It is evident that UT temperature trends in all CCM integrations are about the same (Figs. 3a–c) and the intermodel differences in \(\langle P_{TP} \rangle\) trends are directly associated with differences in LS temperature trends (Figs. 3d–f).

In Figs. 3a–f, it is also noteworthy that UT temperature trends, which are on average about 0.45 K day\(^{-1}\) in the tropics and 0.3 K day\(^{-1}\) in the extratropics, are generally stronger than LS temperature trends, which are on average about −0.1 K day\(^{-1}\) in the tropics and 0.05 K day\(^{-1}\) in the extratropics for century-long integrations. This stronger temperature trend in the UT provides a hint as to why \(\langle P_{TP} \rangle\) continues to decrease in the future, because a positive \(\langle P_{TP} \rangle\) trend is possible only if LS warming is sufficiently strong to reduce the temperature lapse rate near the tropopause (e.g., see open orange circles in Figs. 3b,e). A strong UT warming also suggests that tropopause temperature will increase in the future as can be inferred from Figs. 2a–c (see also Gettelman et al. 2008).

The LS temperature is important not only for understanding intermodel differences in \(\langle P_{TP} \rangle\) trends but also for understanding the temporal variability of \(\langle P_{TP} \rangle\). The

---

\(^4\) This choice is made for simplicity by the available model levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMTRAC</td>
<td>−0.65***</td>
<td>−0.55***</td>
<td>−0.61***</td>
<td>−1.54***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMAM</td>
<td>−1.18***</td>
<td>1.02***</td>
<td>−1.33***</td>
<td>−1.34***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOSCCM</td>
<td>−1.02***</td>
<td>−1.12</td>
<td>−0.47***</td>
<td>−1.57***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCM mean</td>
<td>−0.95 ± 0.22</td>
<td>−0.90 ± 0.25</td>
<td>−0.80 ± 0.38</td>
<td>−1.48 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR4 model mean</td>
<td>−1.09 ± 0.32</td>
<td>−0.89 ± 0.29</td>
<td>−1.30 ± 0.56</td>
<td>−1.57 ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2.** Ensemble-mean trends of annual-mean zonal-mean (top) temperature and (bottom) ozone for the period of 2000–99: (a), (d) AMTRAC, (b), (e) CMAM, and (c), (f) GEOSCCM integrations. Contour intervals (CIs) are 0.05 K decade\(^{-1}\) for temperature and 0.005 ppmv decade\(^{-1}\) for ozone, and negative values are shaded. Thick solid lines denote the ensemble-mean climatological tropopause for each model.
The effect of LS temperature to \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) variability is examined by considering the temperature lapse rate near the tropopause \( \langle T_{TP} \rangle \). One may expect that, although somewhat sensitive to the vertical structure of the temperature profile, \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) would decrease as \( \langle T_{TP} \rangle \) increases via UT warming and/or LS cooling (Santer et al. 2003b, 2004). For instance, UT warming increases the temperature lapse rate near the tropopause, pushing the
location where $\Gamma = 2$ K km$^{-1}$ upward. Likewise, LS cooling increases the temperature lapse rate near the tropopause, also pushing the location where $\Gamma = 2$ K km$^{-1}$ upward (see also Fig. 4 of Son et al. 2007).

The quantity $\langle \Gamma_{TP} \rangle$ can be decomposed into the contributions from the UT ($\langle \Gamma_{TP, UT} \rangle$) and the LS ($\langle \Gamma_{TP, LS} \rangle$) as follows:

$$\langle \Gamma_{TP} \rangle = \langle \Gamma_{TP, UT} \rangle + \langle \Gamma_{TP, LS} \rangle,$$

where

$$\langle \Gamma_{TP, UT} \rangle = \frac{g}{R} \left( \frac{\ln \overline{T_{TP}} - \ln \overline{T_{UT}}}{\ln \overline{P_{LS}} - \ln \overline{P_{UT}}} \right)$$

and

$$\langle \Gamma_{TP, LS} \rangle = \frac{g}{R} \left( \frac{\ln \overline{T_{LS}} - \ln \overline{T_{TP}}}{\ln \overline{P_{LS}} - \ln \overline{P_{UT}}} \right).$$

Overbars denote time mean and all other symbols are standard. The subscript TP indicates a location near the tropopause level, which is set to 100 hPa in the tropics and 250 hPa in the extratropics by referring to the climatological tropopause in Fig. 2. The LS and UT are then set to 70 and 150 hPa in the tropics, and 200 and 300 hPa in the extratropics.

The results of this decomposition are illustrated, in Fig. 4, for the GEOSCCM integration. As expected, $\langle \Gamma_{TP} \rangle$ (black solid) follows $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ (black dashed) very closely, but with the opposite sign. More interesting is the fact that both UT and LS temperature trends are important in setting the $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trend. Although the decrease in $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ is dominated by UT warming in the NH extratropics (Fig. 4c), it is almost equally affected by the LS temperature trend in the tropics and SH extratropics. Specifically, in the SH extratropics the overall negligible trend in $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ results from the cancellation between LS warming and UT cooling (Fig. 4b).

The key role of the LS in controlling $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ is also seen in the interannual variability. Note that $\langle \Gamma_{TP} \rangle$ (and $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$) is more closely related to $\langle \Gamma_{TP, LS} \rangle$ than to $\langle \Gamma_{TP, UT} \rangle$. This is confirmed by calculating the correlation between $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ and temperature anomalies at each pressure level after removing the linear trends. The maximum correlation coefficient, which is greater than 0.9, is found in the LS: at 50–70 hPa in the tropics and at 170–200 hPa in the extratropics. This is consistent with the findings of Seidel and Randel (2006), and suggests that LS processes are important not only for the long-term trend but also for the interannual variability of $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$.

Given the importance of LS temperature on the linear trend, intermodel difference, and interannual variability of $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$, it is natural to consider how changes in LS temperature are related to those in stratospheric ozone. Using the same CCM integrations, Eyring et al. (2007) showed that column ozone will rapidly increase in the first half of the twenty-first century (see also Austin et al. 2003). This ozone recovery is stronger in the SH and the resulting LS warming may reduce the $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trend there, as seen in Fig. 1c. Figures 2d–f show the long-term trends of ozone concentration for the three CCM integrations that ran to 2100. It can be seen that the overall pattern of ozone trends closely resembles the temperature trends shown in Figs. 2a–c. A relatively small decrease in tropical ozone in AMTRAC (Fig. 2d) is consistent with very weak cooling there (Fig. 2a). Weak ozone recovery in the SH in Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model (CMAM) (Fig. 2e) is accompanied by a relative cooling there (Fig. 2b). In all CCMs, ozone recovery in the NH is quantitatively similar, and so are the temperature trends. All of these facts indicate that the intermodel differences in LS temperature change (and $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trend) are to a large degree associated with stratospheric ozone change. This is further confirmed by relationship between stratospheric ozone and $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends shown in Figs. 3g–i.

It is important to keep in mind that LS temperature is affected not only by the radiative heating associated with ozone but also by the dynamical heating associated with the stratospheric circulation. It has also been noted that the distribution of ozone itself is strongly affected by the stratospheric circulation, especially in the LS (Ko et al. 1989; Jiang et al. 2007). Figure 5 presents the evolution of LS temperature, $O_3$, and the vertical component of the residual circulation $w^*$ [computed using Eq. (3.5.1b) in Andrews et al. (1987)] for the century-long GEOSCCM integration. In the tropics (Fig. 5a) LS cooling is in fact closely related with both the decrease in $O_3$ (radiative cooling) and increase in $w^*$ (adiabatic cooling). The detrended correlation of the LS temperature with $O_3$ and $w^*$ is about 0.90 and $-0.85$, respectively. These high correlations with opposite signs further indicate that the decrease in LS ozone is largely associated with the strengthened tropical upwelling (see also Austin and Li 2006).

Unlike the tropics, LS temperature in the extratropics is primarily controlled by ozone-induced heating (Figs. 5b,c). Balancing the enhanced tropical upwelling (Fig. 5a), $w^*$ around 70 hPa shows a strong negative trend in the extratropics, especially in the NH (not shown). This strengthened downwelling, however, does not reach the tropopause. At 200 hPa, $w^*$ shows a positive trend, which in turn leads to an anomalous adiabatic cooling (Figs. 5b,c). Although nonnegligible
contributions of \( w^* \) to the LS temperature are found from 2075 to 2099 when \( w^* \) is relatively strong, the overall trend in LS temperature is more closely related with \( O_3 \). This suggests that chemistry is more important than dynamics for determining LS temperature trend in the extratropics. Qualitatively similar results are also found in the AMTRAC and CMAM integrations.

4. Comparison to the IPCC AR4 integrations

To uncover the precise impact of stratospheric processes on the \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trend, the above CCM results are now compared with those from the IPCC AR4 model integrations. Here, it should be noted that the number of models used for the comparison is different: 18 AR4 models versus 3 CCMs for the century-long integrations. Because of the relatively small number of CCMs, it is possible that the multimodel mean value for CCMs could be more biased; hence, comparison with the AR4 models should be treated with caution. With this limitation in mind, both \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) and temperature trends for two sets of model integrations are contrasted, after examining \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trends in the AR4 model integrations.

Trends in \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) for all AR4 model integrations are summarized in Fig. 6. The multimodel mean values are separately calculated for the integrations with (thick red solid lines) and without (thick red dashed lines) prescribed ozone recovery. It is found that these two subsets of AR4 models predict quantitatively similar global and tropical \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trends (Figs. 6a,b). Somewhat
surprisingly, quantitatively similar $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends are also found in the SH, where prescribed ozone recovery is expected to result in weaker $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends (Fig. 6c). A substantial difference in $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends is instead found in the NH (Fig. 6d). This counterintuitive result, along with little difference between the past and future $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends from the past $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends (cf. the bottom rows in Tables 2–4), suggests that $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$s in the AR4 models do not properly account for climate change in the stratosphere. As such, $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends derived from the AR4 models may not be reliable for quantifying a global climate change.

The counterintuitive sensitivities of the extratropical $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends to the prescribed ozone recovery in Figs. 6c,d are largely caused by UT temperature trends, which vary widely among AR4 models. Figure 7 shows the dependence of $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends on the UT/LS temperature trends for all AR4 model integrations. In the SH, LS cooling is weaker in the ozone recovery cases, presumably because of ozone-induced warming (cf. filled and open circles in Fig. 7e). Relatively stronger warming however is also found in the UT (Fig. 7b), suggesting that ozone-induced warming in the AR4 model integrations is quite broad in the vertical (see also Fig. 8c). This broad warming results in very small changes in temperature lapse rate near the tropopause, causing a negligible difference in $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ trends between the two model subsets. The strong sensitivity of the NH $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ in Fig. 6d is also associated with UT temperature trends: while LS temperature trends are comparable in all

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 1, but for IPCC AR4 model integrations. The reference year is set to 2006. Note that most IPCC AR4 models start integrations from 2001, and the earliest possible year after an 11-yr running mean averaging is thus 2006. The thick solid and dashed red lines denote the multimodel mean $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ for AR4 models with and without prescribed ozone recovery, respectively. The thick black and gray lines are the multimodel mean $\langle P_{TP} \rangle$ anomalies in CCMs; they are identical to the thick lines in Fig. 1.
integrations (Fig. 7f), UT temperature trends are relatively stronger in the integrations with ozone recovery, although the reason for this is unclear (filled circles in Fig. 7c, see also Fig. 8c).

We next compare $P_{TP}$ trends between CCM and IPCC AR4 model integrations (black versus red thick lines in Fig. 6). The global $P_{TP}$ trends predicted by the AR4 models are generally stronger than those in CCMs. This stronger trend primarily comes from the SH, where $P_{TP}$ trends in the AR4 model integrations are much stronger than those in the CCM integrations (Fig. 6c). This difference in the two model sets is attributed to the different response of the LS temperature to climate change in each set. The multimodel mean temperature trends for all AR4 and CCM integrations are presented in Figs. 8a,d, respectively. Note how the temperature trends differ in the LS; this is true even when stratospheric ozone is prescribed in AR4 models (Fig. 8b). Figure 8e exhibits the difference in temperature trends between CCMs and AR4 models with prescribed ozone recovery. It can be seen that, while temperature trends in the troposphere are quantitatively the same, those in the stratosphere are substantially different. Given the wide range of variations in model physics, such similarity in the troposphere is remarkable and provides confidence that the difference in LS temperature trends seen in Fig. 8e is caused by stratospheric processes resolved by the CCMs.

The positive anomalies in the extratropical LS and negative anomalies in the tropical LS seen in Fig. 8e are qualitatively similar to ozone changes in the CCM integrations (Figs. 2d–f). This suggests that difference in LS temperature trends between CCM and AR4 model integrations might be associated with the prescribed ozone recovery in the AR4 models that is probably different from one in CCMs. However, a number of other factors might be also responsible for the difference in LS temperature trends. These include the absence of chemical transport, a poor vertical resolution, or a low model top in the AR4 models, which renders

**Fig. 7.** As in Fig. 3, but for IPCC AR4 model integrations for the period of 2000–99. Filled and open circles denote AR4 models with and without prescribed ozone recovery, respectively. Color code is same to one in Fig. 6, and correlation coefficients are calculated by using all AR4 models.
them unable to capture a realistic stratospheric circulation. In fact, a direct comparison between one of the CCMs (WACCM) and the corresponding AR4 model on which that CCM is based (CCSM3) shows that the difference in temperature trends is not entirely consistent with that in ozone trends (not shown). Further studies are needed to examine this issue.

The results in Fig. 8e provide an explanation for the difference in extratropical $h_PTP_t$ trends between CCM and AR4 model integrations with prescribed ozone recovery (black and red solid lines in Fig. 6). In both hemispheres, LS cooling in the extratropics is weaker in the CCM integrations. This leads to weaker $h_PTP_t$ trends (Figs. 6c,d). A noticeably different temperature trend is also found in the tropics. However, it does not accompany a visible difference in $h_PTP_t$ trend between the two model sets (Fig. 6b). This weak sensitivity is partially due to the fact that the tropical $h_PTP_t$ trend is only weakly sensitive to the changes in LS temperature. In fact, in Figs. 3 and 7, the linear slope between $h_PTP_t$ and LS temperature trends in the tropics (Figs. 3d, 7d) is much sharper than that in the extratropics (Figs. 3e, 7e). As suggested by Santer et al. (2003b), it may be related to the vertical structure of the temperature profile near the tropopause, which changes more abruptly in the tropics and thus is more difficult to modify.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The globally averaged tropopause pressure $P_{TP}$ has been suggested as a sensitive indicator of anthropogenic climate change. Because of the combined effect of tropospheric warming by greenhouse gases and stratospheric cooling by ozone depletion, the global tropopause pressure (height) has been decreasing (increasing) over last two decades (Randel et al. 2000; Seidel et al. 2001; Sausen and Santer 2003; Santer et al. 2003a,b, 2004; Seidel and Randel 2006). Most of these studies have focused on the recent trend of $P_{TP}$, whereas $P_{TP}$ in the future has received little attention, partly because of the poorly resolved stratosphere in the GCMs that have been used to simulate future climate change. Although a few studies based on IPCC AR4-type GCM integrations have suggested that $P_{TP}$ would decreases linearly even in the twenty-first century (Sausen and Santer 2003; Santer et al. 2003b), this result is open to question because stratospheric processes, such as ozone chemistry, were not taken into account. In this study we have examined $P_{TP}$ trends, in the recent past and the future, with stratosphere-resolving chemistry climate models (CCMs), in which vertical resolution near the UT/LS is higher than conventional GCMs and stratospheric chemistry is fully interactive.
All CCMs successfully reproduce the recent trend in \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \). A relatively weak change in tropical \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) and a strong change in extratropical \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) are also well captured by the CCMs. For the future, it is found that \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) continues to decrease at all latitudes in the CCM integrations, primarily because of an overall warming in the UT. However, its trend is much weaker than that of the recent past. In particular, the rate of global \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) change in the first half of the twenty-first century is only half of that in the last two decades. This trend is noticeably different from the one reported in previous studies and the one in IPCC AR4 model integrations, which predicted essentially no changes in \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trend from the twentieth to twenty-first centuries.

The reduction in future \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trend in the CCM integrations is found to be linked to the LS temperature trend. All CCMs show recovery of extratropical O3, particularly in the SH (Eyring et al. 2007). This recovery leads to LS warming, which in turn reduces the \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trend. The importance of stratospheric processes is further clarified by comparing the CCM results to those from the IPCC AR4 model integrations. Lacking a realistic representation of stratospheric processes, global \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trends in the AR4 model integrations are larger than those in the CCM integrations, even when ozone recovery is prescribed. Although the SH LS experiences warming in those model integrations, it is weaker and broader than that found in CCM integrations. Further studies are needed to clarify why AR4 models underestimate SH LS warming even if stratospheric ozone recovery is prescribed, but this discrepancy suggests that the details of stratospheric processes are important to estimate \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) and LS temperature trends reliably. It also suggests that \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \) trends estimated from AR4 model integrations might be unreliable as a climate change indicator.

The findings of this study have strong implications for the circulation change in the SH. The AR4 model integrations predict that the westerly jets in the future may shift poleward in both Hemispheres (Yin 2005; Miller et al. 2006; Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007). Together with this jet movement, eddy activity and storm tracks are expected to be strengthened at the poleward side of the climatological jet. While these circulation changes may be associated with changes in the near-surface baroclinicity (Kushner et al. 2001; Son and Lee 2006), it is also possible that they may be affected by the changes of LS temperature or \( \langle P_{TP} \rangle \), as indicated by the studies of Haigh et al. (2005), Williams (2006), and Lorenz and DeWeaver (2007). Using idealized GCMs, these studies have shown that a decrease (increase) of tropopause pressure (height), by cooling the stratosphere, leads to a poleward shift in westerly jet. In view of this, we examined the future trend of SH westerly jet in the CCM integrations. Because of ozone-induced warming in the LS, one may expect somewhat different trends of SH westerly jet in the CCM integrations. In fact, the CCMs predict that the SH summer westerly jet will be decelerated on the poleward side of the climatological jet during the first half of the twenty-first century, in stark contrast to the ensemble mean of AR4 model integrations (Son et al. 2008).

In sum, the results presented in this paper show that stratospheric processes are able to substantially affect the tropopause pressure trend and this, in turn, might affect important aspects of the tropospheric circulation. Hence, as recently suggested by Baldwin et al. (2007), a better representation of stratospheric physics and dynamics is likely to be an important challenge for the next round of IPCC model integrations.
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